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Society over that years have seen an increase on how technology impact

the user daily lives. The average user spends around 11 hours each day

connected to any form online. Technology has become a basic need in the

21 century users can access from a wide range from live tv, newspaper

and even researching on how to perform different types of task. Most of

social media requires an exposure to detail about private life when

creating an account for example a: profile picture, birth day date, full

name and accepting a user agreement. However, a couple of question have

raised over the use of the social networking and the risk it involves. How

do we know that the person that created the profile is real? What

information the user provided is made public? What guides should I use

for maximum protection using social media?

Methodology

Results and Discussion

In the 21st century society has changed their communication lifestyle

from phone calls and written letters to send instant messages, email and

video calls. Social media has become one of the most import way to

stablish communication now and days. A sense of security and online

protection should depend on each user on making the web safer for

everyone to use. The guideline will provide for a safer and secure social

media, it would contribute a lot of help to the society that is shifting from

manual task to online tasking their majority part of their lives. The

guideline is not a complete protection since vulnerability and exploits are

discovered each day however it can aid the user to be safer than in the

past.

Social media have come a long way in recent years many platforms have 

been created to serve different types of needs with different approaches to 

each user. Some other features include buying and selling groups, 

communicating with family member using instant messaging and even use 

the platform to inform about different events that could be of interest to 

the user. However, with great benefits social media brings in to modern 

society so it brings a lot of recurrent problems to it. The main problem 

social media brings is the accessibility that anyone to create an account 

with no information being verified.

Introduction

Analysis

The increase in scams and identity theft has increased self-thought

awareness like public authorities. According to CNBC news “Some 15.4

million consumers were victims of identity theft or fraud last year,

according to a new report from Javelin Strategy & Research.”[2]

Different types of Risk and Threats on Social Media:

• Dating Scams and it consist of a person or attacker playing the role of

a lover or someone with great interest in the target.

• Profile Hijacking uses the attributes and details of real people like

their photos, hometown and occupation to set up profiles pretending to

be that person [5].

• Message Chain “Chain letters are messages sent to a huge number of

people, asking each recipient to forward them to as many other people

as they can” [6].

• The use of Data Mining in social media to extract information and

create a profile of each victim

One of the Biggest social media scam was reveled back in 2008, the

hacker “Peace” claimed to have access to the email addresses, usernames,

and passwords of approximately 360 million Myspace users. [7]
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A major problem has come to arise on the web on how many people have

been affected with cyber-attacks. Cyber-attacks that can affect any user of

the web from cyber bullying, cyber stalking and many other. Schools or

evening developers that made application or webpage for social media do

not provide guidelines to a safer and healthy use of the web more precise

social media websites. The guideline should always try to protect the user

at the most.

The proposed guideline for a safer and private social media is the

following.

• User of social media under 18 should consult with legal guardian

• The personal information and content when creating the profile since it

will be public

• Verify privacy and security settings

• Do not add another user you do not know in person

• Do not open external link

• Photos in social media are public

• Post will be available to everyone one to see or your contacts

• Joining groups also let the group leader to see the user information

• Do not disclose private information

• Ask permission to re post

• Ask permission of another user when sharing a photo

• Report any miss use or conduct in appropriate in social media to the

corresponding authorities

• Once posted on the internet will always be kept in the internet no way

of deleting it

• Verify the post does not break any law

• Do not perform scams

• Respect other user contents

• Updated antivirus

Future Work

• Updating the guideline and adding possible scenarios so people can

identify themselves to.

• Include a tutorial on for each social media and how to set up the best

setting for keeping a safe and secure social media profile.

• Add warnings to possible post that can in some way affect the user in

any way possible.

• Establish relationship with developers to be part of introductory

tutorials.

• Join different government agency to spread conscious over different

user and the risk that is presented in modern social media live.

Inspect the types of vulnerability different types of social media platform

have. Analyze how easy is for a hacker to get in any type of platform and

perpetrate their attack. Evaluate the default setting that a social media

provides and the danger they represent.

• Figure 1 shows how simply creating an email is in this case is a Gmail

account only requires a first name and last name with a password. The

next step is very straight forward day of birth and gender. Completing

these steps and accepting the service agreement the email has been

created without verifying any type of information.

Figure 1

Creating Gmail

• To create a social media account on Facebook, see Figure 2, it only

needs first and last name, email address, password and a day of birth.

Again, none of this information that is provided is not being validated

by someone nor the profile picture the user decides to publish.

Figure 2

Creating Facebook Account

• Social media and email accounts, both have a set of pre-configured

setting to quickly utilize the function, however these types of setting

that have been pre-selected and considered as a default are all in the

hundred percent safe. Examples shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4

Figure 3 Figure 4

Twitter Security and Private Settings Twitter Safety Setting

• Many of the application that comes from social media have the setting

added for the location services. The phone location services are design

to find the geolocation of the user around the world these feature lets

the attacker know where their victims are Figure 5
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Figure 5

Snapchat World Map

• Social media is not all about danger and risk and being exposed clearly 

some threats that are on the web but with safer conscious use of the 

social media the user can use it as a communication system. 
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